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 Abstract: 
Background: Because of important role of ECG in diagnosis and prognosis for 
heart failure, as a high impact illness, we studied some of ECG indices in heart 
failure patients to clarify the usefulness of therapeutic measures in ECG.  
Methods: Heart failure patients who admitted because the intensity of the 
symptoms, during Nov, ٢٠١٧- May, ٢٠١٨ in Shafa Hospital, Kerman, Iran were 
recruited. Two ECGs, at admission and discharge time compared for QRS 
duration, PR interval and QT interval and some other variables. Three months after 
the clearance, the patients were followed according to mortality and morbidity.  
Results: Fifty adult cases (٣١ Males) aged between ٣٨-٨٥yrs with moderate to 
severe heart failure were studied. Length of stay was from ٤ to ٩ days and ٨٤٪ up 
to one week. For positive QT dispersion, the mean of EF was significantly lower 
than normal cases (P<٠٫٠٠١). For patients with severe heart failure, length of stay 
was about two days more than the moderate cases (P<٠٫٠٠١). The QRS duration 
significantly lowered in all ٥٠ cases (P<٠٫٠٥), but in cases with admission 
QRS>١١٠msec, the decrease was not significant (P>٠٫٠٥). Also, the QT interval 
decrease in ١٠ patients with admission QT>=٤٦٠msec was significant (P<٠٫٠١). 
The discharge QRS duration was significantly longer in patients who have been 
expired in follow up (P<٠٫٠٥). 
Discussion: Some of positive relations in ECG indices are enough clear even as a 
prognostic index for heart failure follow up and some negative results also make 
sense, but it seems more investigations in more difficult patients is needed. 
 
 
